REMINDER: OHSU SIREN NETWORK ALL SITE WEBINAR

When: February 5, 2018 @ Noon PST – a calendar appointment was sent for this. Please let Jenny know if you did not receive it
1. Web Video Conferencing
   https://nexus.ohsu.edu/index.html?id=567230681
   Passcode: 4941230

Conference Lines: *Reminder – please use the conference line and do not use the audio on your computer due to feedback issues.*
2. 503-444-9598  Meeting ID: 567230681#  Passcode: 4941230#
3. iPhone One-Touch Audio Call 503-444-9598,,567230681#,4941230#

SIREN IN PERSON KICK OFF MEETING GET TOGETHER

- OHSU SIREN network get together – March 4, 2018 4:30pm
  Join us for an informal get together Sunday evening. No-host bar; appetizers provided! No agenda, just time to get to know our team and yours!
  ✓ RSVP to cookjen@ohsu.edu so we have a headcount for the evening

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INPUT!

Thank you for sharing your thoughts, insights and suggestions for meeting topics for the upcoming Investigator meeting. Below are a list of the suggested agenda topics our network put forth.

1. **Explain the process of vetting and developing new applications for the SIREN network**
   a. Related question: How do you ensure that each SIREN project has separate budget line items for infrastructure support since there is a large gap between current infrastructure support and likely future needs to make each study feasible.
   b. EFIC trials – Will EFIC proposals involve funding for pre-clinical site activities (CC, PD, EMS training, etc)

2. **Concern: SIREN feels like NETT 2.0 with a heavy emphasis on neurocritical area trials and co-mingling of NETT/SIREN discussions**
   a. We feel that SIREN and NETT calls should be separated. While there is overlap in participation between both networks, there are a large number of new participants who do not have knowledge of NETT, and feel the calls thus far have been challenging to join. Plus those not involved in both networks are having to waste a bunch of time listening to items that do not, and will not pertain to them.
   b. cIRB – An intro to network cIRB processes and workflow.
   c. Defining roles and relations between SIREN site PI’s and study specific PI’s – funding flow, regulatory roles, contracting, and interacting with the larger network
MASTER CONTRACTS

Master agreements have been finalized and are being sent out to Hub, and HOBIT sites. IMPORTANT NOTE: At this time the CCC will only be sending master agreements to SIREN Hubs and sites participating as a sub-hub in HOBIT. Master agreements for sub-hubs not participating in HOBIT will be rolled out at a later date (likely in conjunction with the first trial that site is participating in). Sites that have a spoke relationship with OHSU will also receive their sub-contract agreements based on trial participation.

HOBIT SITES

Wondering who will be participating in HOBIT? (*OHSU SIREN Network Member)

Advocate Lutheran  
HonorHealth  
UC San Diego

Baylor  
Medical College of Wisconsin  
University of Iowa

Detroit Receiving  
The Ohio State – Wexner*  
University of Kentucky

Duke University*  
Spectrum Health  
University of Nebraska

Hamilton Health Sciences  
University of Alabama Birmingham*  
University of Maryland

Hennepin

WHO YOU GONNA CALL?  COMMUNICATION IS KEY!

University of Alabama Birmingham developed this Org chart to help ensure communications flow smoothly between all team members. If your site has not done so, consider creating a similar guide and send it to cookjen@ohsu.edu Thanks!

Questions, queries, assistance needed? Contact us! Jenny Cook, Project Coordinator
503.494.1230  
cookjen@ohsu.edu  
http://www.ohsu.edu/emergency/research/siren/